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Abstract

An important problem for agents in open multiagent
systems is how to find agents that match certain criteria.
A number of middle agent services–such as matchmaking
and brokering services–have been proposed to address this
problem. However, the search capabilities of such ser-
vices are relatively limited since the match criteria they
use are relatively inflexible. We propose ATSpace, a model
to support application-oriented matchmaking and broker-
ing services. Application agents in ATSpace deliver their
own search algorithms to a public tuple space which holds
agent property data; the tuple space executes the search al-
gorithms on this data. We show how the ATSpace model
increases the dynamicity and flexibility of a middle agent
service. Unfortunately, the model also introduces security
threats: the data and access control restrictions in ATSpace
may be compromised, and system availability may be af-
fected. We describe some mechanisms to address these se-
curity threats.

1 Introduction

In multiagent systems, agents need to communicate with
each other to accomplish their goals, and an important prob-
lem in open multiagent systems is the problem of finding
other agents that match given criteria, called the connection
problem [4]. When agents are designed or owned by the
same organization, developers may be able to design agents
which explicitly know the names of other agents that they
need to communicate with. However in open systems, be-
cause an agent may be implemented by different groups, it
is not feasible to let agents know the names of all agents
that they may at some point need to communicate with.

Decker classifies middle agent services as either match-
making (also called Yellow Page) services or brokering ser-

vices [5]. Matchmaking services (e.g. Directory Facilitator
in FIPA platforms [7]) are passive services whose goal is to
provide a client agent with a list of names of agents whose
properties match its supplied criteria. The agent may later
contact the matched agents to request services. On the other
hand, brokering services (e.g. ActorSpace [1]) are active
services that directly deliver a message (or a request) to the
relevant agents on their client’s behalf.

In both types of services, an agent advertises itself by
sending a message which contains its name and a descrip-
tion of its characteristics to a service manager. A service
manager may be implemented on top of a tuple space model
such as Linda [3]; this involves imposing constraints on the
format of the stored tuples and using Linda-supported prim-
itives. Specifically, to implement matchmaking and broker-
ing services on top of Linda, a tuple template may be used
by the client agent to specify the matching criteria. How-
ever, the expressive power of a template is very limited; it
consists of value constraints for its actual parameters and
type constraints for its formal parameters. In order to over-
come this limitation, Callsen’s ActorSpace implementation
used regular expressions in its search template [1]. Even
though this implementation increased expressivity, its capa-
bility is still limited by the power of its regular expressions.

We propose ATSpace1 (Active Tuple Spaces) to em-
power agents with the ability to provide arbitrary
application-oriented search algorithms to the tuple space
manager for execution on the tuple space. While ATSpace
increases the dynamicity and flexibility of the tuple space
model, it also introduces some security threats as codes de-
veloped by different groups with different interests are exe-
cuted in the same space. We will discuss the implication of
these threats and how they may be mitigated.

1We will use ATSpace to refer the model for a middle agent to support
application-oriented service, while we use an atSpace to refer an instance
of ATSpace.



2 ATSpace

2.1 A Motivativing Example

We present a simple example to motivate the ATSpace
model. Assume that a tuple space has information about
seller agents (e.g., city and name) and the prices of the prod-
ucts they sell. A buyer agent wants to contact the two “best”
seller agents who offer computers and whose location is
within 50 miles of his city. A brokering service supplied by
a generic tuple space implementation may not support the
request of the buyer agent because, firstly, it may not sup-
port the “best two” primitive, and secondly, it may not store
distance information between cites. The buyer agent is now
opt to retrieve from the tuple space the complete tuples that
are related to computer sellers, and then execute their own
search algorithm on them. However, this approach entails
the movement of large amount of data. In order to reduce
communication overhead, ATSpace allows a sender agent
to send its own search algorithm which may, for example,
carry information about distances to the nearest cities.

2.2 Overall Architecture

ATSpace consists of three components: a tuple space, a
message queue, and a tuple space manager (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Basic Architecture of ATSpace

The tuple space is used as a shared pool for agent tuples,
〈a, p1, p2, . . . , pn〉, which consists of a name field, a, and
a property part, P = p1, p2, · · · , pn where n ≥ 1; each
tuple represents an agent whose name is given by the first
field and whose characteristics are given by the subsequent
fields. ATSpace enforces the rule that there cannot be more
than one agent tuple whose agent names and property fields
are identical at any time. However, an agent may regis-
ter itself with different properties, and different agents may
register themselves with the same property fields.

∀ti, tj : i �= j → [ (ti.a = tj .a) → (ti.p �= tj .p) &&
(ti.p = tj .p) → (ti.a �= tj .a) ]

The message queue contains input messages that are re-
ceived from other agents. Messages are classified into two
types: data input messages and service request messages. A
data input message includes a new agent tuple for insertion
into the tuple space. A service request message includes ei-
ther a tuple template or a mobile object. The template (or,
alternately, the object) is used to search for agents with the
appropriate agent tuples. A service message may optionally
contain another field, called the service call message field,
to facilitate the brokering service. A mobile object is an ob-
ject that is provided by a service request agent; such objects
have a pre-defined public method called find. The find
method is called by the tuple space manager with tuples in
this atSpace as a parameter; it returns names of agents se-
lected by the search algorithm specified in the mobile ob-
ject.

The tuple space manager retrieves names of service
agents whose properties match a tuple template or which
are selected by the mobile object. In case of a matchmak-
ing service, it returns the names to the client agent. In case
of brokering service, it forwards the service call message
supplied by the client agent to the agents.

2.3 Operation Primitives

The ATSpace model supports the three general tuple
space primitives: write, read, and take. In addi-
tion, ATSpace also provides primitives for the matchmak-
ing and brokering services. The searchOne primitive
is used to retrieve the name of a service agent that satis-
fies a given property, whereas the searchAll primitive is
used to retrieve the names of all service agents that satisfy
the property. The deliverOne primitive is used to for-
ward a specified message to a service agent that matches
the property, whereas the deliverAll is used to send
this message to all such service agents. These matchmak-
ing and brokering service primitives allow client agents to
use mobile objects to support application-oriented search
algorithm as well as a tuple template. MobileObject is
used as an abstract class that defines the interface methods
between a mobile object and the ATSpace. One of these
methods is find, which may be used to provide the search
algorithm to an atSpace.

When a client agent requires information about specific
properties of service agents stored in an atSpace to make
service call messages, the above matchmaking or broker-
ing service primitives cannot be used. The exec primitive
within a mobile object provides this service. The supplied
mobile object has to implement the doAction method
which when called by the atSpace with agent tuples, exam-
ines the properties of agents using the client agent applica-
tion logic, creates different service call messages according
to the properties, and then returns a list of agent messages



to the atSpace for delivery to the selected agents.

3 Security Issues

There are three important security problems in ATSpace.

Data Integrity A mobile object may not modify tuples
owned by other agents.

Denial of Service A mobile object may not consume too
much processing time or space of an atSpace and a
client agent may not send repeatedly mobile objects
to overload an atSpace.

Illegal Access A mobile object may not carry out unautho-
rized accesses or illegal operations.

We address the data integrity problem by blocking at-
tempts to modify tuples. When a mobile object is executed
by a tuple space manager, the manager makes a copy of tu-
ples and then sends the copy to the find or doAction
method of the mobile object. Therefore, even when a mali-
cious agent changes some tuples, the original tuples are not
affected by the modification. However, when the number of
tuples in the tuple space is very large, this solution requires
extra memory and computational resources. For better per-
formance, the creator of an atSpace may select the option
to deliver a shallow copy of the original tuples to mobile
objects instead of a deep copy, although this will violate the
integrity of tuples if an agent tries to delete or change its
tuple. We are currently investigating under what conditions
a use of a shallow copy may be sufficient.

To address denial of service by consuming all processor
cycles, we deploy user-level thread scheduling. Figure 2
depicts the extension of the tuple space manager to achieve
this. When a mobile object arrives, the object is executed
as a thread, and its priority is set to high. If the thread exe-
cutes for a long time, its priority is continually downgraded.
Moreover, if the running time of a mobile object exceeds a
certain limit, it may be destroyed by the Tuple Space Man-
ager; in this case, a message is sent to its supplier informing
it of the destruction. To incorporate these restrictions, we
have extended the architecture of ATSpace by implement-
ing job queues.

To prevent unauthorized accesses, if an atSpace is cre-
ated with an access key, then this key must accompany ev-
ery message sent from service requester agents. In this case,
agents are allowed to modify only their own tuples. This
prevents removal or modification of tuples by unauthorized
agents.

4 Evaluation

Figure 3 shows the advantage of ATSpace compared to
a matchmaking service which provides the same semantic
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Figure 2. Extended Architecture of ATSpace

in UAV simulation (see [9] for details of this simulation).
In these experiments, the UAVs use either an active broker-
ing service or a matchmaking service to find their neighbor-
ing UAVs. In both cases, the middle agent includes infor-
mation about the locations of UAVs. In case of the active
brokering service, UAVs send mobile objects to the middle
agent while UAVs using matchmaking service send tuple
templates. The simulation time for each run is around 35
minutes.
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When the number of agents is small, the difference be-
tween the two approaches is not significant. However, as
the number of agents is increased, the difference becomes
significant.

5 Related Work

Our work is related to Linda [3] and its variations, such
as JavaSpaces and TSpaces [10, 13]. In these models, pro-
cesses communicate with other processes through a shared
common space called a tuple space without considering ref-



erences or names of other processes. From the middle agent
perspective, Directory Facilitator in the FIPA platform and
Broker Agent in InfoSleuth are related to our research [7, 8].
However, these systems do not support customizable match-
ing algorithm.

Some work has been done to extend the matching ca-
pability in the tuple space model. Berlinda allows a con-
crete entry class to extend the matching function [14]. How-
ever, this approach does not allow the matching function to
be changed during execution time. OpenSpaces provides a
mechanism to change matching polices during the execu-
tion time [6]. OpenSpaces groups entries in its space into
classes and allows each class to have its individual match-
ing algorithm. A manager for each class of entries can
change the matching algorithm during execution time. All
agents that use entries under a given class are affected by
any change to its matching algorithm. This is in contrast
to ATSpace where each agent can supply its own matching
algorithm without affecting other agents. Another differ-
ence between OpenSpaces and ATSpace is that the former
requires a registration step before putting the new matching
algorithm into action.

TuCSoN and MARS provide programmable coordination
mechanisms for agents through Linda-like tuple spaces to
extend the expressive power of tuple spaces [2, 11]. How-
ever, they differ in the way they approach the expressiveness
problem; while TuCSoN and MARS use reactive tuples to
extend the expressive power of tuple spaces, ATSpace uses
mobile objects to support search algorthms defined by client
agents. A reactive tuple handles a certain type of tuples and
affects various clients, whereas a mobile object handles var-
ious types of tuples and affects only its creator agent. Also,
these approaches do not provide an execution envrionment
for client agents. Therefore, these may be considered as
orthogonal approaches and can be combined with our ap-
proach together.

6 Conclusion

ATSpace works as a common shared space to exchange
data among agents, a middle agent to support matchmak-
ing and brokering services, and an execution environment
for mobile objects utilizing data on its space. Our exper-
iments with a UAV surveillance task show that the model
may be effective in reducing coordination costs. We de-
scribed some security threats that arise when using mobile
objects for agent coordination, along with some mecha-
nisms we use to mitigate them. We are currently incor-
porating memory use restrictions into the architecture and
considering mechanisms to address denial of service attacks
that may be caused by flooding the network [12].
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